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Fine art shipping is the best job ever! Not only does it allow us to be part of the fascinating world of

art and handle some truly great art pieces, but it gives us an amazing opportunity to meet and

collaborate with so many talented artists from around the globe. In this blog post, we are delighted

to tell you about one of them – the amazing painter Tiffany Birch, whose brightly colored abstract

canvases are sure to capture your heart.

BRIGHTLY COLORED ABSTRACT CANVASES BY TIFFANY BIRCH

Tiffany Birch was born in Jacksonville, FL. As a child, she lived in La Rochelle, France, but after a

while returned to the East Coast of the United States. Her artistic path started in 1993 when Tiffany

Birch signed up for a community art class in Alexandria, VA. After four art lessons, the inspired

woman returned home and completely immersed herself into the exploration of art. This

exploration resulted in 60 paintings produced in 45 days and gave birth to the artist’s passion for

color and abstract art.

Tiffany Birch is now a full-time artist living and working in the San Francisco Bay Area. Her grandiose move to the West Coast was followed by a solo

exhibition with a symbolic name “West Coast Opening.” The exhibition was held at the beautiful Atherton Estate, featuring nearly 50 paintings

installed in the gardens around the pool. One of them was “The Gardens,” a unique work painted by Tiffany Birch upside down.

Another great example of Tiffany Birch’s colorful abstract canvases is “Surfing the Galaxy.” The artist says, “I created this with a bread and butter

knife, not knowing what would appear, only that color was flowing through me fast.” It is also interesting that “Surfing the Galaxy” is the only framed

work in the artist’s collection.

Tiffany Birch is a very talented and inspiring artist, whose brightly colored abstract canvases are filled with inner energy and power. At Fine Art

Shippers, we are happy to have met Tiffany Birch, and we wish this amazing painter lots of luck and success in her artistic career.
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